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This article examines the life of Dr. 
Pearl Greenberg, artist-educator-
researcher and co-founder of the 
Committee on Lifelong Learning 
through narratives of remembrance by 
the authors, art education colleagues, 
and students who knew her. Using the 
qualitative research method of 
portraiture, an image emerges of Pearl 
as characterized by three patterns or 
themes consistently mentioned in the 
narratives: experiential knowledge, 
candidness, and 
supportive/mentorship. In addition, 
quotes from the “Aging Monologues”, 
Dr. Greenberg’s own narrative inquiry 
research, collecting narratives from 
participants aged 21 through 96 on 
their perspectives on aging, are 
incorporated to complete a rich, artful, 
and multi-layered portrait of Pearl. 
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Growth and development in the visual arts need to be nurtured from birth through 
old age with authentic opportunities to function creatively (Greenberg, P., 2004, p. vii). 
As word of a global pandemic began to spread, we also learned of the passing of Dr. 
Pearl Greenberg, on February 25, 2020. Pearl, co-founder of NAEA’s Committee on Lifelong 
Learning in 1990, was a beloved artist-educator and passionate advocate for meaningful art 
education experiences for learners across the lifespan. In recognition of her many years of 
dedication to the field of art education and aging, the Committee on Lifelong Learning 
decided to create an award honoring Pearl’s service. In addition to the award, we wanted to 
tell Pearl’s story through the voices of those who knew her best, her students and 
colleagues.  
Figure 1. Pearl Greenberg 
 Pearl’s portrait is drawn using the qualitative research method of portraiture, 
invented by Sara Lawrence Lightfoot in 1986 and refined upon with Jessica Hoffmann Davis 
in 1997. “Portraiture …blurs the boundaries of aesthetics and empiricism in an effort to 
capture the complexity, dynamics, and subtlety of human experience and organizational life” 
(Lawrence-Lightfoot and Davis, 1997, p. xv). Researchers employing the portraiture method, 
are “portraitists seek[ing] to record and interpret the perspectives and experience of the 
people they are studying, documenting their voices and their visions—their authority, 
knowledge, and wisdom” (Lawrence-Lightfoot and Davis, 1997, p. xv).  
 Portraiture focuses on “goodness” (Lawrence-Lightfoot, 1986, p.13), the positive 
aspects of the subject studied rather than the failures, noting that imperfection is a natural 
by-product of what it means to be good, human, and humane. Additionally, while portraiture 
is used by social science researchers, its narrative, self-reflective form has broad appeal, 
moving against and beyond academic boundaries, into the realm of public pedagogy and 
liberatory education (hooks, 2003; Freire, 1970).   
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Five essential features comprise the portraiture method: 
1.  Context—the setting, mapping the place, history, culture, and aesthetic of the
subject. Through context we come to understand what shapes and influences the
subject, providing a grounding for interpretation. Context includes sketching the
researcher [portraitist] into the setting.
2.  Voice—is multimodal, includes the portraitist’s perspective, autobiography,
observations, reflections, and interpretations in revealing patterns and discerning
meaning from description, but never in a way that overpowers the voice and
actions of the subject(s).
3.  Relationship—building relationships is a dynamic and complex process that
involves navigating the boundaries between self and other; seeking the strength,
resilience, and creativity of the subject being documented.
4.  Emergent Themes—as with any qualitative research method, in portraiture the
researcher (portraitist) begins with a framework and guiding questions before
collecting data. In analyzing the narratives collected, patterns emerge that suggest
themes based on repeated concepts, characteristics, and impressions.
5.  Aesthetic Whole—Like a tapestry the aesthetic whole weaves together aspects of
the previous four essential features, ensuring that the context provides a clear
picture of the environment shaping the subject; voices are sufficiently revealed
and modulated to create an authentic interpretation; relationships are faithfully
expressed; and the consistency of emergent themes illuminating interrelationships
and the structure of the portrait. (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis, 1997)
Context 
Pearl was born in Brooklyn, NY and spent all but the last 10 years of her life as a New York 
City resident. She graduated from Cooper Union in 1948 where she met her husband, 
Murray, of 61 years. From 1951 to 1965, she taught art at the Downtown Community 
School and published her first article in 1959. Pearl earned an MA at New York University in 
1960 and an EdD from Teachers College, Columbia University, in 1971. Near the same time, 
she founded the University Council for Art Education (UCAE) in 1968, published the book, Art 
and Ideas for Young People (1970), and soon after completed another book, Art Education: 
Elementary (1972). She taught art education for over 28 years at Kean University in Union, 
New Jersey. During the latter years of her career, she earned certification in gerontology and 
published another book, Visual Arts and Older People (1987). During that period, she 
organized and volunteered to teach an experimental art course for older adults in the 
community, of which a few of her students moved on to enroll in credit courses at the 
university. Dr. Greenberg became an NAEA Fellow in 1993, was President of NAEA Fellows in 
2003, and published many journal articles and contributions to anthologies throughout her 
career. 
Voice 
As portraitists (researchers) we begin this section with a snapshot of our autobiographies 
and narratives of relationship to Pearl.  
Pam’s story. I was born in 1959, the same year Pearl published her first article. My 
interest in lifelong learning was a direct result of my upbringing, surrounded by generations 
of family who engaged me in the arts as a form of socialization, passing on family history, 
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cultural traditions, and education as a profession. I am a fifth-generation educator. I first 
met Pearl in 2000 as a doctoral student at Teachers College, Columbia University, where 
Pearl also received her doctorate. We worked together as members of the planning 
committee for the International Society of Education through Art (InSEA) World Congress 
scheduled to take place in New York City in 2002. One year into planning for the congress, 
911 happened and the hotel contracted for the convening was decimated. Everyone feared 
that the congress would have to be cancelled. Who would want to attend a conference in 
New York City after such a violent attack?  Thankfully we still had a year to prepare and the 
outpouring of support we received from colleagues around the globe was astonishing—most 
everyone who planned to attend before 911 decided to come. 
During this time, I began to know Pearl and her passion for quality art education for 
all ages. I talked with her about my dissertation research, an intergenerational arts-based 
research project with older adults, teens, and middle-aged adults at the Goddard-Riverside 
Community Center in New York City. Storytelling, oral, written, and visual, was used as the 
foundation for the art skills taught—artists’ bookmaking, reciprocal teaching and learning 
through sharing life experiences, and transforming participants meaning perspectives about 
people of different ages, racial, and ethnic backgrounds. Pearl encouraged me to become a 
member of both the University Council for Art Education and the Committee on Lifelong 
Learning (LLL). I have been a member of LLL ever since and have served as the secretary, 
treasurer, and chair of the committee.  I first got to know Angela through her dissertation 
research also on intergenerational arts learning. We met at the InSEA Congress in New York 
in 2000 and she provided me with my first opportunity to publish my research. After twenty 
years of research and teaching intergenerational learners in mostly BIPOC communities, I co-
authored the book, Community-based art education across the lifespan: Finding common 
ground, based on my research and published by Teachers College Press.  I think Pearl would be 
pleased.  
Angela’s story. As a long-time admirer of Dr. Greenberg’s work in lifelong learning, I 
met her in the early 1990s while a graduate student at Arizona State University. First 
introduced to Pearl by my mentor and chair of my thesis committee, Dr. Mary Stokrocki, I 
was awestruck to finally meet someone whose writings on the visual arts and older adults 
had positively influenced my own research. At the same time, I had been teaching art at a 
residential care facility in Mesa, Arizona with another mentor, Dr. Bernard Young. Together, 
we engaged higher functioning older adults aged 70 to 94 at the facility with art. Over a two-
year period, I noticed their yearning and enthusiasm as they regularly greeted us with 
anticipation outside of the classroom door. This inspiring experience soon became the topic 
for my master’s thesis, a microethnography, to better understand art education in this 
particular context.  
Knowledgeable of Pearl’s publications and activist role in access to art education 
beyond what she referred to as “kit oriented,” I also wanted to offer opportunities beyond 
replicating and painting prefabricated ceramic forms or other prescribed, contextless, 
busywork. My thesis aligned with her vision to expand art education access for older adults 
to be more actively engaged in visual art experiences already had by younger age groups, 
including conversations around art, reflections, and art making processes built on individual 
and collective interests in learning and life experiences. During this time, I joined the 
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Committee on Lifelong Learning, where I met Diane Barret, Donald Hoffman, Jean Ellen 
Jones, and many others. Soon after completing my thesis, I continued graduate studies at 
Pennsylvania State University (Penn State) where I expanded my knowledge on art 
education and aging. 
Remaining inspired and influenced by Dr. Greenberg, and positive arts experiences 
with older adults throughout my life, the study of critical theory, ageism, and racism while at 
Penn State moved me to an enlightened inquiry. How would my own intersectionality 
limitations, a child of first-generation parents of Italian descent from a coal mining village in 
Southwestern Pennsylvania, impact my future research and practice in art education? As 
this question resonated in my mind, I stumbled upon an intergenerational program 
opportunity in New York City’s lower east Harlem community between culturally and racially 
diverse teenagers and older adults. In order to grow, I felt that I needed to place myself into 
a new, uncomfortable environment. Although I felt at ease in an intergenerational 
community arts atmosphere, Pearl’s home, New York City, placed me into a learning context 
where I initially felt discomfort as an outsider in terms of race and urban space. Despite the 
initial discomfort, I found a home in this place and familial affinity towards the participants. 
It became the site of my dissertation research. I began to understand how positive 
interactions between two groups separated by age and/or racial backgrounds had a 
potential for deconstructing racist and ageist stereotypes. 
Upon completion of my PhD at Penn State, I took an art education faculty position 
offered to me by the University of Arkansas, where I alone developed the K-12 art education 
program alongside my continued interest in lifelong learning and social justice. Since then, 
NAEA published my edited book, Community connections: Intergenerational links in art 
education at the end of 2004 in which Pearl wrote the Preface to the text stating, “we must 
approach each other as people, not as ages and stages” (p. vii), or any other form of 
categorization or stereotype, a message that continues to ring true with me today. I 
continued inspiring interactions with Pearl while serving as chair of the Committee on 
Lifelong Learning from 2005-2009, during which time, I edited our NAEA Committee on 
Lifelong Learning conference proceedings. 
Over the years, I participated in two renditions of Pearl’s “Aging Monologues,” based 
on her research over nine years of collecting responses from people aged 21 to 96 about 
their thoughts on aging. It became a presentation performance at the 2003 NAEA 
Convention in Denver, and in 2006, at the NAEA Convention in Chicago, when we added 
Pam’s voice to our group, whom I first met in 2000 at an InSEA World Congress in New York 
City, and shared our intergenerational research interests. I can remember the extensive time 
rehearsing and editing the script with Pearl prior to our debut, and her passion-filled voice 
during our preparation and performance. Over the years, Pam and I also became friends and 
continue to share a meaningful connection to Pearl Greenberg through professional 
interactions, the “Aging Monologues,” and a continued active membership in the Committee 
on Lifelong Learning. I am certainly thankful for Pam’s continued commitment to our 
organization. She is deserving of our inaugural Pearl Greenberg Award. Pam initiated our 
International Journal on Lifelong Learning in Art Education, of which Pearl would have been 
proud. I am now honored to serve as co-editor with Susan Whiteland and Liz Langdon to 
DOI: https://doi.org/10.25889/wj4m-an66 
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continue promoting lifelong learning in art education. I have to admit that Pearl Greenberg 
has made an important contribution to the complex lens through which I view the world.  
Research Questions 
To create our portrait, we developed the following questions for students and colleagues 
who knew Pearl to include their personal voices: What was your relationship to Pearl 
(colleague/friend/student)? How did you come to know Pearl? What can you tell us about 
her? What story can you share about your interactions/work with her? How has she 
impacted your work and how you see/interact with the world? If there is one statement you 
can make about Pearl’s influence on you and art education, what would it be?  
Relationship 
To further elaborate on Dr. Greenberg’s portrait, we disseminated the questions as a Google 
form and emailed it to alumni from Teachers College, Kean University, and members of the 
University Council on Art Education, founded by Pearl. What follows are the responses we 
have received to date via both the Google Form and email. 
Pearl was Pearl 24/7, always ready to help, advise, initiate, carry through and enjoy 
professional and social events. Pearl never wavered from her ideals for people and 
her profession, art education. She had extraordinary leadership skills, and was 
master of the carrot and stick. With an extraordinary mind for details and command 
of art education history, she clearly could easily challenge any misunderstanding of 
art education and pedagogy. Her knowledge of art education history and pedagogy 
enabled Pearl to be an effective source for the betterment of art education. A 
staunch feminist before the word was coined, Pearl lived life as a modern woman. 
Mother, wife, artist, teacher, professor and highly acclaimed writer on art education, 
Pearl fought for the rights of women in the workplace and society. Pearl authored 
more than five books and produced a constant stream of articles and presentations. 
A vigorous supporter of classroom teachers and teaching, she participated fully in 
state and national art education organizations. As a mentor one could not ask for 
more support, guidance and insight. She did more than imaginable for my 
professional growth and career. I unabashedly refer to Pearl as my “fairy godmother” 
because, if there is one person to name who has ignited your professional career, for 
me, it is Pearl Greenberg. Pearl was a grassroots mensch [person of integrity and 
honor]. (M. DeSiano, personal communication, February 12, 2021) 
Another colleague of Pearl’s, Mary Stokrocki writes, 
I am grateful for Pearl’s nomination and encouragement of me to be a NAEA Fellow 
(2002). As a young professor, I responded that I didn’t know what “Fellows” do, and 
she told me they “Need Women Now” and you will bring ideas. She always took me to 
NAEA receptions when I was alone. So grateful! She taught me to "pay back," 
promote other young teachers and professors. (personal communication, February 
10, 2021) 
Diane Barret, an early member of the Committee on Lifelong Learning and former 
chair of the group remembers Pearl as, 
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 a strong advocate for LLL …[and] a mentor for me and for many others because of 
her years of experience in developing art programs for older adults.  Pearl always 
spoke out against a “kit oriented” approach to programming...She conducted surveys 
to determine: what quality programs were out there in the community, if older adults 
knew what to look for—and if they were able to recognize a good program if all they 
have known is “trashy art?”  (Barret, et al, 2009, p. 5) 
A former student of Pearl’s from her days teaching at the Downtown Community 
School, filmmaker Christopher Guest remembers, 
She introduced to me a different way of looking at the world around me. She would 
take our class on walks in the neighborhood and always say “take off your blinders 
and see what is around you.” My work as a filmmaker has certainly been influenced 
by her perspective. Observation is the most important element of what I do. How 
people talk, walk, what sounds and colors are in our environment. It was profoundly 
important to have her ideas expressed to me as a young person. (personal 
communication, February 17, 2021) 
Emergent Themes 
In interpreting and analyzing Pearl’s impact on the field of art education as mentor, artist-
teacher, and researcher through our remembrances of her as well as those of other 
colleagues and her students, three themes or patterns emerged from the narratives in 
describing her: experiential knowledge, candidness, and supportive/mentorship.  
Additionally, we considered the narrative responses Pearl collected as part of her last art 
education research project, the “Aging Monologues,” a project that speaks to the person 
Pearl was and the causes she passionately championed. 
 The “Aging Monologues,” is a collection of 150 responses from 21 to 96-year-olds to 
a two-part questionnaire asking participants to share their earliest childhood memories as 
well as theirs and others’ thoughts on aging. Pearl initially wanted to include younger 
participants, but public school personnel deemed it inappropriate for young people due to 
implications of sickness and death associated with aging. The following is an excerpt of 
Pearl’s script included in the 2007 Committee on Lifelong Learning conference proceedings 
performed and shared as one of many versions of documented voices from Pearl’s “Aging 
Monologues” research. 
Age Group 21-25: A 22-year-old said, If I could stay 22 forever, that would be 
wonderful…who wants to get old?  A 24-year-old wrote, originally, I thought of aging 
as growing taller, then shrinking… or having lots of hair and then none…I know 80-
year-olds stronger, brighter, more energetic than some 20-year-olds…I look forward 
to becoming older to see what happens with technology as I get to be 50 or 60. 
Age Group 26-30: At 29 I don’t think much about aging, but I do worry about those 
around me. I have lost friends my age. These losses showed me that I have to have a 
purpose. I have to live life as best I can and be kind to others. 
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27-year-old: I see aging as the most beautiful thing that could happen in our
lives…Aging reminds us every day that life is not forever…WE SHOULD CHERISH
EVERY MOMENT!
Age Group 31-40: I think of aging when I am able to detect some progress, such as 
in my work, awareness of growth, maturity, being wiser. As I turn 40, I am aware of 
my body changing into that of middle age. I now have reading glasses, and my butt 
has gone south. What makes me happy is a strong sense of family and purpose in 
life, an awareness of starting the 2nd half of my life and I do NOT want to waste it! 
Age Group 41-50: This culture is not nice to women who are over 40…I am 45 and 
trying to cope with my physical maturity…in my early 20’s I thought I’d never be 25, 
and when I turned 25…what a surprise… AND I WISHED I COULD GO BACK. At 30 I 
began to feel the clock ticking and the obsession our society has with young 
women…I was in the theater world where everyone is so conscious of age. 
Aging is more a matter of mind than years. My mom died when I was 13 and I 
missed her so much during my life. I want to live long, see my children married and 
with children of their own BUT not so long as to be a burden…and I DO want to be 
able to enjoy retirement. 
And now let’s skip some years and see how some folks think when they get into their 
70’s….71-76: I never thought about aging, although I know it happens and I’ve seen 
dead people at funerals. I think I expect to “drop dead” someday. I can’t imagine 
what I’d do if my wife dies before I do. I depend on her so much, I think I’d be 
devastated and I wouldn’t know what to do…I’d miss her terribly. 
One begins to think, how much longer will I live?  And will I be able to function well 
into old age? BASICALLY, IT’S THE PITS! Almost all of my friends and relatives are 
either ill or dying. I don’t want to get old but I am not ready for the alternative. How 
can I be useful to my family? Furthermore, is there an afterlife? Will I be reunited with 
my parents and husband? Things cannot abruptly end...or do they? 
Age Group 77-85: Having been very active socially, athletically, and in business I was 
amazed when I heard anyone refer to a 77-year-old as “old.” This year, having 
experienced some physical discomfort for the first time, I am equally amazed to 
realize that I too am getting “old,” that I am being patronized by people who move 
more rapidly than I. They seem to equate slight physical incapacity with mental 
incapacity. I HATE IT! 
Age Group 85 +: Aging frees one from the stress and burden associated with such 
things as status...financial, cultural, or whatever….and there are certain perks...such 
as when Ann and I go about hobbling on our canes, clinging to each other…doors 
open, the way clears, people are extra polite and helpful…Occasionally we hear a 
remark about that “sweet old couple.” It annoys Ann that I get such a big bang out of 
this. Of course, once we’re inside at the bar, where everyone knows us, things are 
more normal as we hop onto the bar stools…HA! (Greenberg, 2007, pp. 4-5) 
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Aesthetic Whole 
Throughout all the narratives of relationship to Pearl, the three themes, experiential 
knowledge, candidness, and supportive/mentorship are also reflected in the quotes Pearl 
pulled from her research for the “Aging Monologues” performances. In particular, 
supportive/mentorship was an important aspect of the authors’ and respondents’ 
commentary. As a leader in the field of art education, Pearl played a key role in promoting 
others’ careers and leadership positions and asking colleagues to support young students, 
teachers, and professors in art education. Beyond mentorship, Pearl was candid in her 
encouragement of people of all ages to see the world from different perspectives. Tapping 
into her experiential knowledge gained from the time she was an artist-educator through 
post-retirement, Pearl encouraged a thorough observation of the visual as an artist-
educator, and careful listening to the verbal and written perspectives of others in “Aging 
Monologues.” Pearl shared the complexity of the visual and verbal/textual world through a 
critical lens to ultimately promote an equitable access to quality art education for all ages,  
womb to tomb. 
The quotes that Pearl pulled from her monologues’ collection seem to share some 
perspectives about aging, experience, and societal stereotypes. Younger respondents didn’t 
think much about aging, but associated it with death and dying. One who interacted with 
older folks saw older adults as mentally and physically above the abilities of younger peers. 
Those in their 30s to 40s noticed their own body changes, but identified a sense of progress 
in their career. While 41 to 50-year-olds began to realize society’s stereotypical views on 
aging, and obsession with youthfulness, ages from 71-76 equated aging with sickness and 
death and questioned afterlife and their own usefulness. There seemed to be a 
breakthrough around age 77 and older with mention of some physical decline, but 
preference for remaining mentally and physically active with a freedom from stress around 
social, cultural, or other societal categorizations. There was mention of strangers being extra 
polite, that evoked negative aging stereotypes. However, familiarity with older adults 
seemed to normalize perceptions. Although we cannot equate ages with stages, ageism is 
revealed in the monologues. Yet, younger respondents’ intergenerational experiences with 
active and engaging older adults seemed to play a role in shaping more positive perceptions 
of aging. 
Conclusion 
As authors, reflecting on context, voices, and relationships, we see the value of Dr. 
Greenberg’s life as “pearls of wisdom.” In her roles as artist-educator-researcher-mentor, 
Pearl planted seeds for us to nurture within ourselves and our pre-service students on the 
importance of authentic creative experiences for learners of all ages. Not only do we share 
with others a valued mentor in Dr. Greenberg, we reminisce on our final performance of the 
“Aging Monologues.” While the monologues offer perspectives on aging from multiple points 
of view, Pearl’s choices in the text are revealing and inspirational. 
Since Dr. Greenberg lived to experience the oldest participants’ age category from her 
“Aging Monologues” study, we end this tribute with a quote that she selected to include in 
one of the NAEA Convention Aging Monologues performances. 
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86-95: Hardest part of aging is the slow process when it starts…the real slowing down
AND accepting the fact of this even though your brain is still clear. You try to do as
much as usual of art, music, painting, sculpture, writing. Life seems so long, but aging
comes on fast and it’s very hard to accept. BE ACTIVE AS LONG AS YOU CAN! LIFE AS
WE AGE IS A BIG TEST FOR ALL OF US…FIGHT FOR IT AS LONG AS YOU CAN…AMEN!
(Greenberg, 2007, p.5)
Figure 2. Aging Monologues Performance 2006: M. Roberts, P. Greenberg, A. La Porte, 
P. Lawton, M. Greenberg and J. Ready
Writing and images © Lawton and La Porte, 2021 
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